
 

Challenge Policy 

 

-  What are Challenges? 

Challenges are inter-squad Matches setup to determine team rankings. Individuals will be ranked as 

the Varsity, Junior Varsity and Frosh/Soph wrestlers for the dual meets with the other schools of our league 

during the regular season and ultimately, represent our school at the post-season "League Finals" 

 or championship tournament series (CIF, Masters, State Championships). 

 

-  How is the level order predetermined prior to Challenges? 

The assessments of the wrestlers by coaches are done during the first 2-3 weeks of technique practice.  

We will determine a wrestler’s ranking in a particular weight class as a basis only for the start of the season. 

Challenges are going to be on one or two days depending on the weeks practice and schedule. The day of  

the week will be on Mondays and or Tuesday’s preferably but at Head Coaches discretion. 

 

-  How are Challenge matches set-up? 

Prior to each challenge day the coaches will offer an opportunity for wrestlers to petition to 

make the list of challengers for each weight class.  This will be done initially using last years 

results and then updated based on the coaches assessment of each wrestlers ability.   

All wrestlers may challenge during that challenge week but may only challenge for one weight class per  

week. The individual holding that particular weight class may challenge a different weight class if he or  

she loses that owned weight class, since it would be there petition opportunity to challenge. During wrestle-  

off for League Finals only, the one weight class per week challenge does not apply. Ultimately the Head  

Coaches discretion will still apply. If your wrestler wants to challenge contact the Head Coach prior to  

ensure he/she is placed on the challenge list.   

 

 



-  How Do Challenges work and what is the process? 

The Varsity, Junior Varsity and other challengers in each weight group must attend the designated  

Challenge days. If you miss the challenge day you forfeit a challenge for that week. CHS Wrestling is an  

Academic first program. Only illness or academic excused absence from a teacher will be accepted for  

Challenges, and at coaching staff discretion. If this serves the case, then a challenge will be conducted on a  

different day prior to the match or competition. Note: CHS requires all athletes to have been in school for 4  

periods prior to practice or competition, or they will not be allowed to practice or compete on that day. 

All injuries will need to have been cleared via Doctor’s note or incase of Concussions by CHS Athletic  

Trainer prior to wrestle off. A parent’s clearance note will not be accepted. A challenge match will consist 

of three 2-minute periods. Each Challenge match needs two wrestlers, a scorer, a timer and a coach. 

 

- The challenge order for challenges will go as follows:  

The lowest ranked wrestler in a weight class challenges first.  For example, the number 3 ranked wrestler 

would challenge the JV wrestler, who is the number 2 seed.  Whoever wins that match if they choose will  

then challenge the Varsity wrestler, who is the number 1 ranked wrestler in that weight class. Challenges  

are sequential from low ranked to high and wrestlers may continue to challenge up the latter, as long as the 

they keep winning. 

 

 

- What if my child does not make a Varsity or JV position? 

Parents…whether your child secures a Varsity or JV position is NOT important.   

Your child will get plenty of wrestling experience this season. The important issue is that each wrestler 

will gain valuable experience in the sport of wrestling and will be having fun while they’re doing it. 

It is not uncommon for first time wrestlers to not achieve a ranking of Varsity or JV there First and  

Second year out since they lack wrestling experience, but……anything can happen and will happen! 


